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The Lusternik-Schnirelmann category of a space satisfies cat@ x Y) 5 cat(X) + cat(Y) and the 
inequality can be strict. However, Ganea conjectured that equality would hold if one factor was 
a sphere. Halperin and Lemaire recently introduced Meat(X), a module-type approximation to 
cat(X) satisfying Meat(X) 5 cat(X). In some cases when F+ E + B is a fibration, lower bounds 
for Meat(E) are found in terms of Meat(B) and invariants of F, and this proves Ganea’s conjec- 
ture for Meat. 
Introduction 
Throughout this article, unless otherwise stated, a space shall mean a pointed, 
simply connected space S with the homotopy type of a CW complex of finite type. 
The Lusternik-Schnirelmann category of a topological space S, cat(S), is the least 
integer m such that S has an open cover of m + 1 sets, each of which is contractible 
in S. Note that our definition of category differs from that in [18] by one: for us 
contractible spaces have category zero, spheres have category one, etc. The proper- 
ties of L-S category and various approximations introduced by other authors have 
been studied extensively [14]. Of particular interest to our work is the fact that for 
spaces S and T, 
cat(S x T) I cat(S) + cat(T). (1) 
It is well-known that both equality and strict inequality can occur [6,7]. Noting 
that homology torsion seemed crucial for inequality, Ganea [8] conjectured the 
following for spheres Sk: 
Ganea’s Conjecture. cat(T x Sk) = cat(T) + 1 for all finite complexes T and kr 1. 
Singhof [19] has shown this to be true when T is a piecewise-linear manifold of 
dimension n whose category cat(T) exceeds (n + k)/2 + 2. 
Since the original submission of this article, Kathryn Hess has established Ganea’s 
conjecture for rational spaces, using results proved here. In [12], Halperin and 
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Lemaire define an algebraic approximation to cat(S), denoted Meat,(S), and here 
we prove Ganea’s conjecture for Meat,. In her thesis [13], Hess showed that 
Mcat,(S)=cat(S) for all rational spaces S. We can therefore state our results as 
follows. Suppose F, E and B are rational spaces and FLEAB is a fibration. 
Let c,(F) = cup-length of fi*(F,Q). 
Theorem 1. Zf H*(E) LH*(F) is surjective, then cat(E) 1 cat(B) + c,(F). 
Theorem 2. If H*(F) is a Poincare’ duality algebra and the Euler characteristic 
XF # 0, then cat(E) L cat(B) + 1. 
Applying Theorem 1 to the trivial fibration Sk --f Sk x B + B and noting (l), we 
obtain 
Corollary 3. If T is a rational space and Sk denotes the k-sphere, then 
cat(T x Sk) = cat(T) + 1. 
Using Felix and Halperin’s characterization of category for rational spaces, one 
may also define cat,(S) for any field extension Q -+ k and it follows from the 
definitions that catk(S) I cat,,(S). We show that equality holds for the approxima- 
tion Meat,, and appealing again to Hess’s result, we can state the theorem as 
Theorem 4. If S is a simply connected rational space and Q + k is a field extension, 
then cat(S) = catk(S). 
We note that Hess states these last two results in her thesis. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we introduce the notation and 
recall the basic results in the homotopy theory of commutative graded differential 
algebras that we will need throughout the remainder. Section 2 provides a brief over- 
view of some of the algebraic approximations to cat(S) and introduces Meat,(S). 
We then present proofs in Section 3 for Meat-versions of the theorems stated above. 
1. The homotopy theory of CGDAs 
The reader is referred to the fundamental treatise in the subject [20] by Sullivan 
and for complete details to [I I] or [3]. An excellent summary of the material for 
CGDAs appears in [4], and the interesting article by Avramov and Halperin [I] is 
recommended. Unless otherwise stated, we work over the rationals Q. For our pur- 
poses, we recall the following. 
A commutative graded differential algebra (CGDA) (A,dA) is c-connected if 
Ho(A) IQ. A morphism C#J : (A, dA) 4 (B, dB) is a quism if H*$J is an isomorphism. 
If (A, d) -% (B, d) is a morphism of c-connected CGDAs, then a Sullivan min- 
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imal model of @ is a factoring of @ as v/ 0 i in (A, d) L (A @AX, d) w. (B, d), 
where I,Y is a quism, i(a) = a @ 1 for a E A, and Xhas a well ordered, homogeneous vec- 
tor space basis {x, ( a E I} such that dx, E A 0 AX,, and (x < p =) deg x, 5 deg xp. 
Here, X,, denotes span{xp 1 p< a}. The diagram is determined up to isomorphism 
by @ and we say that i represents c++. The projection A@AX%AX, defined by 
@(a@ l)=O and ~(1 @x)=x induces a differential a in AX, and the sequence 
(A, d) & (A @AX, d) % (AX, d) is called a minimal KS extension. 
Sullivan defined a contravariant functor A which associates to each space S a 
CGDA over Q, (A(S),d), which computes the rational cohomology of S. The 
Sullivan minimal model of (Q, 0) -+ (A(S), d) is of the form (Q, 0) --t (AX, d) + 
(A(S), d), and (AX, d) is the Sulfivan minimal model of S. If S f- T is a map, then 
a standard lifting lemma [ 11,5.19], applied to A(f) gives a unique homotopy class 
of morphisms between their minimal models, any of which is a Sullivan represen- 
tative of J Sullivan showed that (AX, d) carries the rational homotopy type of S. 
A CGDA (A,d,) is said to be formal if it has the same minimal models as 
(H(A), 0). A CGDA is coformal if the differential in any of its minimal models is 
quadratic. 
AX-differential modules 
In our work on Meat,, we need the 
modules. If 
following lifting theorem for AX-differential 
(AXOM, d) - (N dN) 
is a commutative diagram of AX-differential modules in which AXOM is a dif- 
ferential module with M having a basis (m,} so that dm, E AX@ M,. ((AX@ M, d) 
is then said to be a semi-free extension of (AX, d)) and 71 is a surjective quism, then 
I,U lifts to a morphism (AX@ M, d) 5 (P, d,) of AX-d i ff erential modules. This is 
proven by induction on the basis of M just as in the case for CGDAs (see [l 1,5.19]). 
We note that if (AX, d) + (AX@ AI: d) is the inclusion of a KS extension, then the 
latter is a semi-free extension of AX, since we may take for the m, an appropriate- 
ly ordered basis of monomials in {y,}, a KS basis for AXBAY. 
2. Algebraic approximations to category 
Various algebraic approximations to cat(S) have been made. Perhaps the simplest 
is the cup-length cR(S) of the cohomology H*(S;R) over any ring R, and it is a 
lower bound for cat(S). 
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Toomer [21] used the Milnor-Moore spectral sequence to define eR(S)= 
min(k ( Er+l,*= O}. Over Q this will be denoted e,(S). He then showed that 
c,(S)5 eR(S) for all S with H,(S) R-projective, and e,(S)scat(S) for all rings R. 
Of particular interest here is his result ek(S x T) = ek(S) + e,(T) if k is a field. 
Berstein posed the question of finding a method for determining the L-S category 
of rational spaces and Toomer conjectured that cat(S) and e,(S) were equal for 
such spaces. However, Lemaire and Sigrist produced an example of a rational space 
W with e,(W)=2 and cat(W)=3 [17]. 
Rational category and Meat 
Felix and Halperin approached Berstein’s question via Sullivan minimal models. 
They first defined the rational category, cat,(S), of a space S as the category of So, 
the localization of S at Q. Now let the Sullivan minimal model for S be (AX, d) and 
consider a minimal model for the projection rc : (AX, d) --f (AX/A’“X, d): 
(AX,d)~(AX@AY,d)+AX/‘A’“X,D). (2) 
Then Theorem 4.7 of [4] states that cat,,(S) 5 m if and only if the inclusionj admits 
a CGDA retraction r :AX@AY+AX i.e. a morphism of CGDAs which satisfies 
roj=idAx. 
This particular characterization of category for rational spaces can be taken as 
the definition of category for CGDAs over Q: If (C, d) is a c-connected CGDA over 
Q and (/lx, d) --t (C, d,) is a minimal model, we say cat,(C) = m if m is the least in- 
teger for which the inclusion j in (2) admits a retraction of CGDAs. 
Following Halperin and Lemaire [12], we define the invariant Meat,(S) as fol- 
lows. If (AX,d) is a Sullivan model for S, one may also consider in diagram (2) 
retractions AX@,4YzAX that are morphisms only of the AX-differential 
module structure, and we have 
Definition 2.1. McatJS) is the least integer m such that the inclusion j in (2) ad- 
mits a retraction r of AX-differential modules. 
It is clear from the definition that Mcat,(S)Icat,(S). One might pursue this 
idea further and consider the least integer m such that the inclusion j in (2) admits 
a retraction of Iinear differential spaces. This turns out to be precisely Toomer’s in- 
variant e,(S): 
Proposition 2.2. e,(S) is the least m such that j admits a linear retraction. 
Proof. A linear retraction r exists if and only if j is injective on cohomology, which 
occurs precisely when n is. Now Felix and Halperin [4,9. l] show that the Milnor- 
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Moore spectral sequence for S over Q can be identified from E2 on with the spec- 
tral sequence arising from the filtration of /IX by the ideals /l”X. In particular, 
e,(S) is the largest integer k such that some non-trivial class in H(AX) is repre- 
sented by a cycle in AL’kX. But the largest k with non-trivial cohomology in /lzkX 
is exactly the least m for which n is injective. q 
Analogous to the definition of cat, for CGDAs, we may define Meat, and e, for 
CGDAs and these are invariants of the homotopy type. 
For the spaces under study, one has the string of inequalities 
c,(S) 5 e,(S) 5 Meat,(S) 5 cat,(S) 5 cat(S). (3) 
These actually hold at the level of CGDAs, and for all fields k. All are clear from 
the definitions. Strict inequality can occur in the first, second and last places. An 
example for which c,< e, is S = SU,/SUs x SU,. See [9, pp. 486-881 for details. 
As mentioned in the introduction, since the original submission of this paper, 
Hess has proven the remarkable theorem Mcato=cat,. Previous to this we had 
provided evidence for equality for certain classes of homogeneous paces [ 151, and 
more recently for spaces having a Singhof-type lower bound for Meat, [16]. 
3. Invariance under field extension and Ganea’s conjecture 
We first prove the invariance of Meat, under field extension Q C k. Using Hess’s 
result, this answers the question posed in [4] for cat,. 
Let (,4X, d) be a minimal c-connected CGDA over Q. Then, Mcat&lX,d) is 
defined as the least integer m such that, in (2), the inclusion j admits a retraction 
r of /1X-differential modules. Similarly, if Q C k is a field extension, replace (/lx, d) 
with (AX@ k, d) in (2) and then Mcat&4X, d) is the least m for which j@ id, has 
a retraction r of AX@ k-modules. 
Theorem 3.1. Let (AX, d) be as above and Q C k a field extension. Then 
Mcat,(/lX, d) = Mcat,(/IX, d). 
Proof. By tensoring (2) with k and noting that /IX@ k/A”nX@ k 3 (AX/A’mX) @ 
k, one can see that Mcat,(/lX)rMcat,(/lX). To show the reverse inequality, 
first write k = Q @ k+ as vector spaces over Q. The key observation is that 
p : (AX@ k, d) + (AX, d) defined by 
Pc~1?5)K’J=U,p(a@l)=a foraE/lX 
is a morphism of _4X_differential modules. 
So suppose Mcat,(/lX)=m. Then we have the diagram of CDGAs (over k): 
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n@id 
AX AX@k - AX@ k/A’“X@ k 
j ;@idI / 
AX@AY - AX@AY@k - AX@k p AX 
where r is the retraction of AX @ k-differential modules guaranteed by 
Mcatk(AX) = m. 
By composing the morphisms along the bottom row of this diagram, we obtain 
the desired retraction of AX-differential modules (over Q), proving that 
Mcat,(AX, d) 5 m = Mcat,(AX, d). 0 
We now establish Ganea’s conjecture for Meat,. In fact we prove 
Theorem 3.2. Let S and T be simply connected CW complexes of finite Q-type. 
Then 
Meat,(S) + e,(T) I Mcat,(S x T) (_ Meat,(S) + Meat,(T). (4) 
Before proceeding to the proof, we note that for the n-sphere S”, e,(S”) = 1, so 
that we have 
Corollary 3.3. Ganea’s conjecture is true for Meat,. That is, if T is a simply con- 
nected CW complex of finite type, then 
Mcat,(Tx S”) = Meat,(T) + 1. 0 
We deduce Theorem 3.2 from a more general result on fibrations. Given a Serre 
fibration < : FLEA B, there is a commutative diagram of augmented CGDA 
morphisms 
(AX, 4 - (AX@AY,d) - (AY,d) 
in which @B is the Sullivan minimal model for B and the bottom row is the minimal 
model of A(n) o Q~. If (r : (AY, d) -*A(F) is a quism, then 5 is called a rational 
fibration. For example, if B is simply connected [lo] or if n,(B) acts nilpotently in 
each HP(F) [ll, Theorem 20.31, then [ is a rational fibration. 
For rational fibrations F+ E -+ B, we prove the following theorems: 
Theorem 3.4. If H*(E) z H*(F) issurjective, then Mcat,(E)zMcat,(B) +c,,(F). 
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Theorem 3.5. If F has the homotopy type of a compact CW complex, H*(F) is a 
Poincare’ duality algebra (P.d.a.) and the Euler characteristic xFfO, then 
Meat,(E) 2 Meat,(B) + 1. 
Theorem 3.5 relies on a result of Becker and Gottlieb which shows that the top 
class of H*(F) is in the image of j* under the stated assumptions. Halperin has 
recently proven the rational version of this result without the compactness assump- 
tion, and so the version of the theorem given in the introduction is also valid. 
The first inequality in Theorem 3.2 is a corollary of the proof of Theorem 3.4: 
we obtain an estimate of the form Meat,(B) 5 Meat,(E) - e where e is the filtration 
length of a cycle in H*(E) that survives in H*(F). Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 follow im- 
mediately from 
Proposition 3.6. Let (AX, d) L (AX@ A Y, d) A (AY,d) be a minimal KS- 
extension. If 
(i) H(AX@ A Y) e*. H(A Y) is surjective, 
or if 
(ii) AY is the model of a compact CW complex, H(AY) is a P.d.a. and 
Xff(AY)fO* 
then Mcat,(AX@ AY) 1 Mcat,(AX) + e, where in (i) e = c,(AX) and in (ii), e = 1. 
Proof. There are two steps in each case. We find a cycle d E AX@ AY that survives 
in H(AY) and a AX-linear map p : AX@AY+ AX so that 
(1) p : AX-* AXBAY defined by ,u(a) = a- 6 and p are AX-differential module 
morphisms and 
(2) po,u=idnx. 
The other step is to show that the existence of morphisms ,U and p satisfying (1) 
and (2) make AX a module-retract of AX/A’m X for some finite m. We begin with 
this step. 
So assume we have such morphisms p and p. Then if d E Aze(X @ Y), set m = 
Mcat,(AX@ AY) -e. (Note that as Mcat,(AX@ AY)? e,(AX@A Y), we have 
mr0.) Let 
AXBAY ‘I -AX@AY@AU- @ A(X@ Y)/A’““(X@ Y) 
be the minimal model of the projection and let r be a AXgAY-linear retraction 
guaranteed by Mcat,(AX@ A Y) = m + e. Now let 
AXZ+AX@AW Ic, - AX/A’mX 
be the minimal model of the projection AX+AX/A’mX. 
Then ,u factors to give a map 
AX/A>“XL A(X@ Y)/A’m+e(X@ Y). 
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Moreover, in the commutative diagram 
AX 
.A 0~ 
* AX@flY@flU 
AX@/1 Wz AX/A>“‘Xz A(X@ Y)/‘A’m+e(X@ Y) 
0 is a surjective quism so we apply the lifting theorem for AX-differential modules, 
to obtain 0 with eoj,=ji 0~. Hence 
Thus p o r 0 0 is a (AX, @-module retraction. This shows that Mcat,(AX) I m. 
It remains to construct the maps ,U and p with the desired properties. 
Case (i). H(AX@ A Y) e*. H(A Y) is surjective. Let (hg 1 j3 E I} be a basis over (9 
for H(A Y) and choose cycles ep E AX@ A Y mapping via Q to cycles zB represen- 
ting hB. Consider q : (AX@ H(A Y), d@ 0) --) (AX@ A Y, d) extending the identity 
on AX defined by q(hp) = ep, /3~1. Then YI is a morphism of AX-differential 
modules. 
Filter AX@H(A Y) (resp. AX@ AY) by the subspaces A”X@H(AY) (resp. 
A”X@AY). Then q induces a morphism of the corresponding (convergent) 
spectral sequences 
Moreover, (a?,,, do) = (AX@ H(AY), 0), (E& d;) = (AX@ AY, 0 @ 1 + 1 0 d), 
qo(a 0 hp) = a @ zb and so ql is an isomorphism. Hence q is a quism. 
Now let a E H(A Y) be a non zero class and let q : H(AY) + Q be a linear map 
such that q(a) = 1. Define a AX-linear map p : AX@ H(A Y) --f AX by p = id @ q. 
Then J?J is a AX-differential module morphism. 
Since q is a quism, we may lift idAxAr through q to a surjective AX-module 
quism AX@ A YAAX@ H(A Y) extending the identity on AX. Now set p =p 0 [. 
Let d E AX@ A Y satisfy j(6) = a, and set p(a) = a. 6 for a E AX. Then p and ,u are 
the required morphisms. 
Case (ii). Write A Y=H@ CO& as graded spaces where H=H(AY), dH=O and 
a: C-t dC is an isomorphism. Then by Lemma 3.7 (which appears at the conclusion 
of this proof), we have AX@AY=AXOH@AX@C@d(AX@C) and 
d: AX@ C+ d(AX@ C) is an isomorphism. 
Now consider the projection 
n:AX@AY+AX@H 
induced by this decomposition; i.e. with ker n = AX@ C@ d(AX@ C). Then ker 71 
is an acyclic AX module and so a differential d’ is induced in AX@ H such that 
(i) AX@ H is a AX differential module with d’HCA+XO H and 
(ii) n is a quism. 
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Let H=HN@H’ be a decomposition into graded subspaces, where N is the 
degree of the top class. Choose a generator h E HN, so that deg(h’)< deg h if 
h’E H’. Now define a AX-linear map a : (AX@ H, d’) --t (AX, d) by setting p(h) = 1, 
and p(H’) = 0. To see that a commutes with differentials, we need only check that 
j?(d’H) =O. Now as d’H’cA+X@ H’ for degree reasons, it remains to show that 
p(d’h)=O. Write d’h=a@h+ Cai@hi with a,aie/l’X and high’. Suppose 
{ yp I/~E J) is a KS basis for A Y, and put /3= sup{p 1 yp appears with a non-zero 
coefficient in h}. Now we have 
h=q,yi+qn_Iyp”‘+ ... +qo where qO,...,qnEAY<p. 
Comparing coefficients of $ on both sides of d’h = a @ h + C ai @ hi, we find 
O=a@q,+ C aj@Qi 
where Qi E (1 Y<p is the coefficient of yi in hi. But deg(h,)<deg(h) implies deg a< 
deg ai so we must have a @ qn = 0. Thus a = 0 and p(d’h) = 0, as required. 
Now let p:AX@AY-+AX be defined by p=pon. 
Since H(A Y) is a Poincare duality algebra and &(/I r) # 0, by [2], there is a cycle 
I?E/~X@/~Y with j(@=h. Then n(h)-hEA+X@H’Ckerp, so p(h)=l. Now 
define p(a) = a- fi. Then p 0 y = id,,, and this completes case (ii). All that remains 
is to prove 
Lemma 3.7. Let (AX, d) + (AX@M, d) -% (M, 8) be a semi-free extension with 
~(l@m)=m and kere=A+X@M. Write M=H@C@dC as graded vector 
spaces where Hz H(M, a), dH= 0, and Ei : C + dC is an isomorphism. Then AX@ 
M=AX@H@AX@C@d(AX@C) and d:AX@C-+d(AX@C) is an iso- 
morphism. 
Proof. Since d - d : M-t A’XO M, we may choose a well ordered homogeneous 
basis cB for C such that 
dcp-&@+X@(H@C)@A+X@d(C<& 
Using these equations, one may show by an easy induction that 
AX@M=AX@H+AX@C+d(AX@C). 
We now prove that d: AX@ C--t d(AX@ C) is an isomorphism and that the sum 
above is direct. 
Now d: AX@ C+ d(AX@ C) is surjective by definition, so suppose da = 0 for 
some a=C, a,c,E.4X@C. Let dcY=&y+Gy+ECP<T H,a@&P where H,,EA’X 
and G,EA+X@(H@ C). Then da=0 is 
0= 1 da,c,k cay dcy+GG,+ c HypO&p . 
B<Y > 
Comparing coefficients of acA we obtain 
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aA + C a+,, =O. 
l<Y 
(5) 
Let &= sup{l 1 aA #O>. Then (5) for A,= I implies aAO= 0, so that all aA are zero. 
Thus a = 0 and d: AX@ C-t d(AX@ C) is an isomorphism. This also shows that 
AX@ cn d(AX@ C) = (0). 
One may also show that AX@ Hfl (AX@ C@ d(AX@ C)) = 0 by comparing 
coefficients of dc, and arguing as above. This shows that the sum is direct and 
completes the proof of the lemma and Proposition 3.6. 0 
We now turn to the 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Note that T-+ S x T+ S is a rational fibration, and 
if (,4X, d) (resp. (AY, a)), are Sullivan minimal models for S (resp. T), then 
(AX@AY,d@d) is the Sullivan minimal model for Sx T. We also note that 
N*(Sx T) -H*(T) is onto. Moreover, in case (i) of Proposition 3.6, we may 
choose d = 10 a where (Y EA’~“(~) Y i s any longest cycle non-trivial in 
cohomology. The estimate Mcat&lX@ A Y) -i m then obtained is precisely 
Meat,(T) cr Mcat,( Tx S) - e,(T), as required. 
The second inequality in (4) is established by showing that for minimal KS com- 
plexes AX and A Y, Mcat,(AX@ A Y) I Mcat,(AX) + Mcat,(A Y). This is proven 
directly in [15] but for our purposes (the theorems announced in the introduction), 
it suffices to use Mcat,(AX,d) =cat,(AX,d) =cat(So) and apply (1). 0 
Since e,(S) = Mcat#) (= cat,(S)) for formal or rc-formal spaces, we also have 
the following: 
Corollary 3.8. Suppose S and Tare simply connected CW complexes of finite type. 
Then if either of S or T is formal or n-formal, 
Mcat,(Sx T) = Meat,(S) + Meat,(T). q 
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